
LSA 112: Assignment 2

Ida Toivonen

Due June 3, by the beginning of class

This assignment has two pages and three tasks.
For reference, it might be useful to look at the slides from July 1, the notes on Orbund called
“Consituency”, or any introductory syntax (or even introductory linguistics) textbook. You can
also email me or see me during my office hour or make an appointment.

Task 1. Label the the bracketed phrases in sentences (1–3) according to the word class of the
head. Then provide the semantic roles and grammatical functions for each phrase. I give an
example to illustrate.

Example: [Kawhi Leonard] hit [a miraculous jump shot] [during last night’s game].

label semantic roles grammatical functions
Kawhi Leonard NP agent subject
a miraculous jump shot NP patient direct object
during last night’s game PP time adjunct

(1) [My neighbor] ate [those hamburgers] [in the evening].

(2) [Philippa] crushed [the coconut] [with a baseball bat].

(3) [Simran] loves [coconuts].

Task 2. Draw the phrase structure trees for the sentences in (4–7).

(4) Sara greeted Pam.

(5) The cat snuck through the door.

(6) Patrick fainted in the spooky attic.

(7) The singer on stage wore a shirt with glitter.
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Task 3. Ivatan syntax

(A) maypaqpaw
become.light

qo-qalat
basket

ko
my

‘My basket is becoming light.’

(B) tomoaw
go.out

qo-tao
man

do-vahay
house

‘The man is going out of the house.’

(C) mangamoqmo
frighten

qo-tao
man

so-motdeh
child

no-boday
snake

do-vahay
house

‘The man is frightening a child with a snake in the house.’

(a) Draw the phrase structure tree for the Ivatan sentence in (A).

(b) Think about what the trees for the Ivatan examples in (B-C) would look like (you do not
need to draw the trees). Based on what we have said in class, it is not straightforward
to draw the tree structures for (B-C). Explain what the problem is. (You do not need to
solve the problem.)
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